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Abstract
One of the key features of the human auditory system, is its
nearly constant omni-directional sensitivity, e.g., the system
reacts to alerting signals coming from a direction away from
the sight of focused visual attention. In many surveillance
situations where visual attention completely fails since the
robot cameras have no direct line of sight with the sound
sources, the ability to estimate the direction of the sources
of danger relying on sound becomes extremely important.
We present in this paper a novel method for sound localization in azimuth and elevation based on a humanoid head.
The method was tested in simulations as well as in a real reverberant environment. Compared to state-of-the-art localization techniques the method is able to localize with high
accuracy 3D sound sources even in the presence of reflections and high distortion.

1. Introduction
It is well known that vision is a sense that is directed, audio on the other hand is an undirected sense that helps us
perceive and locate audible events outside our field of vision. The mapping of this omni-directional sensitivity from
humans to humanoid robots is important, especially in cases
where the robot is to survey environments in which obstructions hide the potential source of danger and might imperil
the humanoid. Surveying the environment acoustically enables automatic reactions to warnings and cues of activities
which are not possible based on vision alone.
Surveillance technology is becoming widely employed
in many applications today ranging from domestic household appliances to industrial environments and automotive systems. It is envisaged that many audio applications for surveillance purposes such as source-positionsensing devices, cocktail-party processors, special microphones for acoustically adverse surveillance conditions will
soon emerge from further utilization of surveillance technology. Towards this end, we have developed a highresolution sound localizer inspired by the functionality of
the human hearing organ as a sensitive receiver and highresolution spectral analyzer. Using four microphones, two
outside and two inside the ear canals of a humanoid head,
we have built a 3D robust localization algorithm.
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The ability to extract precise spatial information from
the sound signals impinging at the ear drums depends on
the ability to uniquely extract the direction-dependent filter shaping those signals. These direction dependent filters,
known as the Head-Related Transfer Functions HRTFs, are
unique and convey implicitly the direction of the sound
source within their time and frequency characteristics.
The head and pinnae together form a complex directiondependent filter. The filtering action is often characterized
by measuring the spectrum of the sound source and the
spectrum of the sound reaching the eardrum. The ratio of
these two forms the HRTF, or equivalently the head related
impulse response (HRIR).
From a signal processing perspective, the underlying
physical principles and a too-detailed description of a very
complex system, like the ear organ of many species, are
of little interest and rather undesired, because computing
times are dramatically increased. Many specialized cells in
the auditory pathway contribute to the highly complex signal processing, which by far exceeds the performance of
modern computers. Hence, we have recently proposed a
minimal-complexity sound localization system inspired by
the important role of the human pinnae to focus and amplify
sound [1, 2]. Based on the intelligence encapsulated within
the HRTFs, which can also be interpreted as the directivity characteristics of the two pinnae [3], the model allows
robots to perform localization in an indoor/outdoor environment using two synthetic pinnae and a HRTF database. The
proposed algorithm deploys only two microphones and utilizes the effects of pinnae and torso on the original sound
signal in order to localize one sound source in a simple
matched filtering process. Extensions of the algorithm allowed 3D localization and separation of more than two concurrent sources in a real environment still using only two
microphones [4].
In this paper, we present a novel monaural localization
system and we combine it with the previously-proposed
binaural method in order to achieve highly accurate threedimensional localization under severe acoustical conditions.

2. Previous Work
A common approach to estimate the position of a sound
source is to train a neural network to estimate the auditory

event from the inter-aural cues rather than to combine the
cues analytically, e.g., [5]. When applying such a method,
the neural network has to be trained on test material (supervised learning). The advantage of this procedure is that
often very good results are achieved for stimuli that are very
similar to the test material. The disadvantages are, however,
the long time necessary to train the neural network and that
the involved processing cannot easily be described analytically.
Recently, a biologically-based binaural technique based
on a probabilistic model was proposed. The technique, [6],
applies a probabilistic evaluation of a two-dimensional map
containing frequency versus time-delay representation of
binaural cues, a so-called activity map. However, the technique is limited to the frontal azimuthal half-plane. As
for sound localization based on monaural cues, little work
has been done on the subject, and few systems were able
to localize sound in 3D, without becoming very complex.
The localization model in [7] is based on a neuromorphic
microphone that takes advantage of the biologically-based
monaural spectral cues to localize sound sources in a plane.
The microphone depends on a specially shaped reflecting
structure that allows echo-time processing to localize the
sound source.
In this paper we present a monaural localization method
which extracts the HRTF from the incoming sound signal.
This HRTF is then correlated with a database of HRTFs,
the maximum correlation coefficient is adopted to be corresponding to the 3D sound source location. The HRTFs
were measured every 5◦ in elevation and azimuth. An accurate, recently proposed HRTF interpolation method [8] is
then used to obtain a high-spatial-resolution HRTF database
with one HRTF every 1◦ spanning an elevation range from
-20◦ to 60◦ . Each of the 28800 HRTF is 512-samples long
and can be directly considered as the coefficients of a Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter. However, for real-time processing, FIR filters of this order are computationally expensive. Applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the
length of the HRIR was reduced to a hundred or fewer samples, considerably reducing the overall localization time and
complexity. A thorough description of the PCA technique
in modeling HRTFs is available in [9]. We shall denote the
IR
PCA-reduced HRTFs by HF
m , where every HRTF has a
length of m samples, and for every value of m, we have a
truncated HRTF dataset.

3. Monaural System
Our proposed monaural sound localization system receives
two input signals collected on two small microphones, one
inserted inside and one placed outside the artificial humanoid ear.
The spatially-shaped acoustic signal inside the ear can
be modeled as the original sound signal convolved with the
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HRTF corresponding to the target sound location. To simulate a real environment, echoes and noise are added. Hence,
the signal at one of the inner microphones, the left one for
instance, can be written as:
N
X

Sin L (f ) = Scout (f ) · HRTFss +

Ein i (f ).HRTFi + n

i=1

(1)
where Sin L (f ) is the signal received on the microphone inc
side the ear, Sout
(f ) is the clean sound signal arriving at the
ear canal, HRTFss is the correct frequency shaping response
corresponding to the location of the source, Ein i (f ) is the
ith echo inside the ear arriving from some position space.
The variable N represents the total number of echoes. In
our case, every echo is assigned values in the interval [20dB, -60dB]. The term HRTFi denotes the HRTF shaping
echo Ein i (f ). The variable n represents the noise introduced by the space and electric components.
The sound signal recorded by the microphone outside the
ear, which is free of the pinnae effects, can be written as:
Sout L (f ) = Scout L (f ) +

N
X

Eout i (f ) + ns

(2)

i=1

where Sout L is the signal received on the microphone outside the ear, Scout L (f ) is the clean sound signal arriving at
the outer microphone, Eout i (f ) is the ith echo hitting the
outside microphone. The term ns is the noise introduced by
the space.
Dividing both Equations 1 and 2, and assuming that the
echo signals received are attenuated considerably, the term
HRTFss dominates the division operation result. Theoretically speaking, in a noise-free anechoic environment, the
division operation would result only in HRTFss .
The next step is to make a decision about the position
of the sound in 3D. This is simply done by identifying the
filter response that shaped the signals collected inside the
ear canal. The division operation result, is sent to a bank of
28800 correlators, where it is correlated at the ith correlator
with the ith HRTF available at the bank of correlators from
an already processed lookup table. The lookup table contains the HRTFs sorted according to their azimuthal and elevation characteristics. The maximum correlation coefficient
resulting from the cross-correlation between the division result and all the HRTFs is chosen to be the best estimate of
the sound location. The same procedure is repeated for the
right ear. The left and right blocks of Figure 1 illustrate the
monaural localization at both ears.

4 Combined System
In the binaural localization case we use the system in [2].
In this context, the original signal is extracted from the received inputs, in such a way that only the HRTFs will be
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the overall localization system.

left. The received signals at the microphones inside the ear
canals are modeled as the original sound source signal convolved with appropriate HRTFs. Those signals are then divided by each other in the frequency domain. This results in
the left and right HRTFs divided by each other. The sound
source is canceled out and the location of the sound source
is estimated by finding the maximum correlation coefficient
between incoming and saved HRTF ratios. As this methods
aims at canceling the effects of the incoming sound source,
it is less dependent on the characteristics of the sources impinging on the artificial ears and torso, which ensures more
stability and more tolerability to reverberations.The Binaural localization system is illustrated in the central block of
Figure 1.
Towards achieving a better estimate of the target sound
source azimuth and elevation, the 3D locations provided by
both left and right monaural systems are combined with the
3D estimate given by the binaural system. In the case where
two or three estimates are not more than 5◦ away from each
other, their average is taken as the target location, and the
angular error is calculated as the distance between this average and the real location. Otherwise, the angular error is
calculated as the distance from the real location to the worst
of the three estimates.

5. Discussion of Results
The simulation test consisted of having a 100 broadband
sound signals filtered by 512-samples long HRIR at different azimuths and elevations corresponding to 100 different
random source locations in the 3D space. To the simulated
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Figure 2: Average distance, for every HRIR filter order, of
the falsely localized angles with respect to their target positions
sound sources, white Gaussian noise and high reverberations, i.e. echoes 20dB below the signal level, were added.
In order to insure rapid localization of multiple sources,
small parts of the filtered left and right signals are considered (350 msecs). These left and right signal parts are then
correlated with the available 28800 reduced HRIRs.
IR
Under high reverberation conditions using the HF
m
PCA-reduced dataset, the combined system percentage of
correct localization falls between 22% to 81% with the
HRIR being within 10 to 45 samples, i.e. 10 ≤ m ≤ 45.
For a full-length HRIR of order 512, the percentage of correct localization reached 92% under the same reverberation
conditions. Interestingly, for high order HRIRs, the falsely
localized sound sources fall within the close neighborhood
of the simulated sound source locations. A plot reporting
how far, on average, are the falsely localized angles from
their target location, can be seen in Fig. 2. The dashed
lines and the rigid lines correspond to the simulation and
experimental results, respectively. The Figure shows the
performance of the monaural system (triangles), the binaural system (circles), and the combined system (squares).
Intuitively, with more intelligence encapsulated within the
HRIR , the localization accuracy increases. Hence, with
more HRIR samples, the average distance to the target
sound source location decreases. The combined system reports worst angular error of 40.83◦ with a HRIR order of 10,
and best angular of 1.45◦ with a HRTF order of 128. The
best performance of the binaural system was 5◦ compared to
6.9 ◦ for the monaural system both operating with a HRIR
order of 128.
In our household experimental setup, 100 binaural different recordings were obtained using of a broadband sound

signal, placed 2 meters away at different angle locations
around the KEMAR head equipped with two small artificial ears in a highly-reverberant room. To keep a fair comparison with the simulation setup, each of the recordings
was 350 msecs long, and the reverberation was kept around
20dB below the signal level. The microphones were placed
inside the ears at a distance of 26 mm away from the ear’s
opening. The outside microphones are 5cm facing the inside ones. The recorded sound signals, also containing external and electronic noise, were used as inputs system. A
IR
HRIR database reduced using the PCA method, HF
m , was
available for the test.
The combined system percentage of correct localization
falls between 6% to 74% with the HRIR being within 10
to 45-samples long, i.e. 10 ≤ m ≤ 45. For a full-length
HRIR, i.e. 512-samples long, the percentage of correct localization reached 81% under the same reverberation conditions. Similar to the simulations results, for high order
HRIRs, the falsely localized angles fall in the vicinity of the
target sound source. Figure 2 illustrates the average distance
to the target angles. The combined system yielded worst
angular error of 45.33◦ with a HRIR order of 10, and best
angular of 1.6◦ with a HRIR order of 128. For the same order, the binaural system reported 4.2◦ compared to 7.8 ◦ for
the monaural system.
Furthermore, we have compared our experimental results
to the method in [10]. This method uses 8 microphones and
applies the TDOA algorithm to localize sound sources in
three dimensions. Table 1 shows the performance of this
system as compared to our system. Like in [10], the sounds
we have used have a large bandwidth, e.g. fingers snapping
and percussive noises. Using only 4 microphones, our system performed more accurately when localizing the sound
sources situated at the same distance, azimuth and elevation
angles as in [10].
Table 1: Mean Angular Error Comparison with [10].
Distance

Elevation

3m
3m
1.5 m
0.9 m

-7◦
8◦
-13◦
24◦

Mean Error as in
[10]
1.7◦
3◦
3.1◦
3.3◦

Mean Error
1.6◦
1.7◦
1.9 ◦
2.4◦

6. Conclusions
We have proposed a sound localization method which is robust to high reverberation environments and which does not
require any noise cancelation schemes. The method was
able to accurately localize sound sources in three dimensions using only 4 microphones. Targeting a real-time implementation on robotic platforms we have used PCA to
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truncate the HRTF database in such a way that fast tracking of a moving sound is achieved. The precision of the
localization method is simulated and experimentally tested
in a highly-reverberant environment. Compared to other localization algorithms, our system is outperforming in terms
of localization accuracy and processing power.
On the other hand, the presented algorithm, cannot estimate the distance of the sound sources, and does not
have the functionality of localizing or separating concurrent
sound sources. Nevertheless, since the HRTFs are unique
for every angle around the humanoid head, and also for every distance, using truncated HRTF databases measured at
different distances from the humanoid head, is thought to
enable the humanoid to perform distance estimation as well.
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